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Introduction
Many highway accidents occur due to unintended lane departure, therefore intelligent vehicles and automated highway systems have attracted a growing attention in the last years. An overview of the research activity presented by Shladover (2007) and the progress done in the last decade shown by Urmson et al. (2008) . The entirely or partially automation of driving task aims to increase safety by reducing accidents and the driver's workload.In order to prevent vehicle crash due to inattention, illness or sleepiness, vehicles have increasingly been equipped with electronic control systems that provide active safety. Kullack et al. (2008) have proposed a lane departure warning system. Such systems are also available in some commercialised passenger vehicles. Other works address the problem of combining the driver and the automatic lane keeping control action, either by sharing or overriding the driving task with the driver. It can be noticed from the literature concerning the lane keeping problem that several control algorithms are employed. Mammar et al. (2010) , Hessburg and Tomizuka (1991) and Wu et al. (2008) make use of fuzzy rule-based controllers. Model predictive control is applied by Falcone et al. (2007) using a nonlinear vehicle model to predict the system evolution for the development of an active steering system for autonomous vehicles. H ∞ techniques are explored in the design of an assistance system (Raharijaona et al., 2004) and an automatic lane keeping system for highway scenario (Cerone et al., 2002) . The use of PID is employed in many papers. In the framework of autonomous vehicles some techniques involve: a gain scheduling based proportional feedback from the lateral offset (Broggi et al., 1999) ; a PID based on a weighted sum of the heading error and the lateral offset with feedforward term from curvature (Cremean et al., 2006) ; and the yaw angle and a nonlinear term proportional to the lateral offset are used as measurements to design the steering controller (Thrun et al., 2006) . As for driving assistance systems, Takahashi and Asanuma (2000) applies a feedforward on the road curvature and feedback PD on vehicle lateral position and heading angle; and a comparison of PID, fuzzy, H ∞ , and adaptive controllers is presented by Chaib et al. (2004) . Optimal preview control theory is explored by MacAdam (1981) and Kang et al. (2008) , who also makes use of a feedforward term. Linear and nonlinear sliding mode controllers with feedback of the lateral displacement and yaw rate are designed by Ackermann et al. (1995) . Control synthesis based on Lyapunov techniques are presented by Rosseter and Gerdes (2006) in which a potential field control structure for a vehicle with steer-by-wire is introduced . Kritayakirana and Gerdes (2012) carried out tests on an autonomous vehicle equipped with this controller. Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009a,b) proposed to compute closed-loop invariant sets for the lane keeping system by means of LMI (and BMI) optimisation based on Lyapunov stability conditions. Benine-Neto et al. (2013) applied similar techniques to design lane keeping system based on piecewise affine controllers in order to take into account the nonlinear behaviour of the lateral tyre forces.
In the framework of advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS), many possibilities are shown in the literature concerning the activation strategies of lane keeping systems. Eidehall et al. (2005) proposes a system that perceives the intention of the driver based on the vehicle dynamics and tracks the environment (road geometry, obstacles/vehicles on current and adjacent lanes) to compute the risk of the manoeuvre using the time to lane crossing to predict a collision. Fujiwara and Adachi (2003) defines a time-varying parameter, in order to reduce the conflicts between the driver and the system assistance, so that the control action increases when the driver steering wheel torque decreases; Leelavansuk et al. (2002) make use of a weight (between zero and one) which multiplies the proposed LQ steering control in order to reduce the interference with the driver. In the ADAS proposed by Cerone et al. (2009) and Rosseter and Gerdes (2006) an automatic lane keeping is combined with the driver's steering with no need of switching strategies between the driver and the lane keeping control. A feedforward and a feedback controllers are designed by Ishida and Gayko (2004) to support the driver in order to reduce his/her workload without reducing the situation awareness and motivation of the driver. The lane keeping system proposed by Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009b) uses a switching strategy during diminished driving capability or driver inattentiveness to help the controller to fully replace the driver.
Such activation strategy seems to be the most adequate as according to ergonomic and psychology studies (Hoc et al., 2009) as the driver usually does not have time to think and plan in emergency situations. There is only time to react in order to re-establish a safe state, therefore sharing the control with the driver is not really an advantage and in these cases it is better that the controller takes completely the responsibility during the control duration. As a consequence, this paper addresses the problem of designing a steering controller that switches between the driver and the assistance system, based on the attentiveness of the driver and the risk of lane departure during lane keeping.
The controller synthesis proposed in Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009a) is able to compute by means of Bilinear Matrix Inequalities (BMI), a minimal ellipsoidal invariant set that ensures the stability of the closed loop system at its activation, even in the presence of road curvatures (considered as disturbance) and taking into account bounds in the input control. This paper enhances these results by using a dynamic state feedback controller, which ensures zero lateral offset in steady state, even in curved road section characterised by nonzero curvature. Simulations results of the dynamic state feedback have been presented by the authors in , whereas in this paper, the controller have been implemented in a prototype vehicle and results include practical experimentation on a test track. A second extension of the previous work consists in the improvement of the damping characteristics of the closed-loop response by additional constraints for pole clustering.
Section 2 presents the vehicle model used for the control synthesis, as well as a model for the disturbance, which is taken into account in the internal model design. In section 3 the control objectives and synthesis are presented. The activation strategy of the steering assistance system is also presented in this section. Experiments of the system on Carsim environment and on a test track are shown in section 4 confirming the performance of the controller and activation strategy as a lane keeping assistance. The practical experiments involve sharper curves than those specified in the design phase of the controller while even more severe conditions such as the test standard ISO/DIS 3888 are evaluated in Carsim environment. These tests also allow the evaluation the controller performance in situations not taken into account in the design phase, such as lateral tyre force saturation. Section 5 concludes the work providing some perspectives for future work.
Vehicle model
According to Ackermann et al. (1995) , a single track vehicle model is considered to capture the essential vehicle lateral dynamics. It is developed under the assumption that wheel sideslip angles remain small, therefore considering a linearised model of the lateral tyre forces. The proposed controller is intended to be used in situations of unintended lane departure, in which the lateral tyre forces are not saturated. Hence, the single track vehicle model is adequate for the control design phase.
The front and rear wheels are represented each by a single wheel located at the centre of the axle and only the planar motion of the vehicle is considered, as depicted in Figure 1 . The involved model variables are the vehicle sideslip angle β and the vehicle yaw rate r. The control input is the steering angle, denoted by δ f .
with:
The definition and the numerical values of the above parameters are given in Table 1 . Two more equations have to be included in the model for lane keeping objectives. The corresponding variables are: the relative yaw angle, denoted by ψ L which is the difference between vehicle heading angle ψ and desired heading angle ψ d , as shown in Figure 1 ; and the lateral offset y L at a look-ahead distance l s . The equations describing the evolution of these variables are:
where ρ is the road curvature, defined as ρ = 1/R, with R the curvature radius. This exogenous input is considered to be bounded by a maximum value of road curvature, |ρ| ≤ ρ max . A normalized variable w that permits a parameterization of the road curvature ρ can be defined as:
Considering equations (1) and (3) a linear model of the vehicle lateral motion can be written as:
T is the state vector, u is the control input corresponding to the steering angle δ f and the matrices describing the linear system are:
One of the main limitations of the linear model (5) is that the road adherence is considered constant (implicitly in the cornering stiffness parameters c f and c r ). Despite of this shortcoming, this simplified model is adequate for the control synthesis, whereas the validation of the control strategy is carried out on a experimental vehicle CarSim model which includes non-linearities, as shown in section-4.
In order to design a controller that is able to avoid lane departure despite road curvature, it is required to consider the exogenous input within the vehicle model, building an internal model. Such control technique among with the control objective and synthesis are detailed in the following section.
Control Strategy
In this section, the design requirements of the controllers for the lane departure avoidance system are presented. The development of an internal model in order to incorporate the perturbation (road curvature, ρ) into the vehicle model is also discussed. This contribution enables the convergence of the lateral offset to zero in steady state. Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009a) proposed a synthesis of state feedback controller by solving an optimisation problem subjected to Lyapunov-based BMI constraints, which are used to guarantee invariant set properties. As an extension to this work, part of this section is dedicated to show enhancement to this controller synthesis by considering pole clustering constraints in order improve damping characteristic of the closed loop system.
Control Objectives for Lane Departure Avoidance
In order to design a lane departure avoidance system that performs satisfactorily even in curves, it is essential to take the road curvature into account in the control synthesis. The controller is intended to operate within the linear behaviour of the lateral tyre forces. The following requirements are imposed on the control synthesis:
• The controller must ensure asymptotic stability of the closed loop system.
• The vehicle state trajectories should be bounded in order to avoid vehicle instability and excursions out of the lane.
• In order to ensure satisfactory performance, the vehicle must be driven to the centre of the lane as fast as possible without detriment of the vehicle stability.
• The vehicle must present zero lateral offset in steady state conditions, even while negotiating curves.
• The control input must be bounded in order to avoid damage of the actuators.
Based on these requirements, the design of a state feedback controller for lane departure avoidance is shown in the subsequent part.
Internal model
According to Francis and Wonham (1976) , an adequate strategy for the design of control laws, considering parameter uncertainties or perturbations, consists in integrating the perturbations in the controller by means of an internal model, in which the disturbances are represented as a family of known functions.
Road building standards define that clothoids are to be used to smoothly interconnect straight roads to constant curvature roads (Rajamani, 2006) . Clothoids are based on Fresnel Integral with shape defined by a single parameter c. Considering l the distance measured along the clothoid, the road curvature is defined by :
At constant speed, l(t) = vt, which implies that the road curvature increases linearly with respect to curviligne abscissa and thus to time:
Thus, the disturbances on the model used in the design of the lane departure avoidance system consist of constant values and ramps. Noting where L is the Laplace transform operator, the transfer function L{y L }/L{ρ} of closed loop system formed by (5) and state feedback controller of the form u =Kx is given by :
where the zeros z i and poles p i for {i = 1, 2, 3, 4} depend on the vehicle parameters. Such control action is not able to reject the disturbances due to the road curvature (such as constant values and ramps) and ensure a zero lateral offset in steady state. For that, the transfer function L{y L }/L{ρ} must present a double zero at the origin of the complex plane, which is obtained by a double integration of the lateral offset to the control input, i.e.
As the control synthesis applied in this work (shown in details in section 3.3) is based on a state feedback controller, a state space representation of the internal model (dynamics of integrators) is more adequate. Thus the internal model consists of the states α = [α 0 , α 1 ] T , which uses the lateral offset y L as input, as follows:
These additional variables introduced by the internal model are included in the state vector of (5), which yields x
T , and the augmented system becomes,
Accordingly the system matrices become: 
Applying in system (10) a state feedback of the form u = Kx , with K = [k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 ], the closed loop system becomes:
and its equilibrium point is:
in which
From (12) it can be observed that in steady-state the yaw rate is equal to vρ and the lateral offset is equal to zero. Therefore, by choosing adequately the state feedback gains, it is possible to stabilise (11) and steer the vehicle to a zero lateral offset condition even in the presence of disturbances. Thus, the control strategy using the internal model fulfils the control objective of converging to the centre of the lane while negotiating curves.
The subsequent part presents the synthesis of the dynamical state feedback gain in order to ensure that the other control objectives are achieved.
Controller synthesis
Since it is intended to apply a control law that enables the vehicle to perform curves, ρ ̸ = 0, the equilibrium point (12) is no longer fixed at the origin (as in the case of straight lines). Therefore, to make use of the Lyapunov theory of stability, it is necessary to ensure that the state trajectories converge to an invariant set containing all the equilibrium points.
As presented by Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009a) , it is possible, by means of BMI optimisation procedure, to find simultaneously a state feedback gain and a quadratic Lyapunov function, which guarantee the invariant set properties even in the presence of disturbances.
BMI contraints for Lyapunov invariant set
An ellipsoidal invariant set of the form:
with n = 6 for model (10), can be obtained from a quadratic Lyapunov function:
The invariant set must contain all trajectories starting from a subset which represents the states at the activation of the assistance system. This subset of initial conditions is a polytope L(T N ) defined as:
where T N ∈ R 6x6 is a diagonal matrix with the following elements:
where the values β N and r N can be set as the equilibrium point of (11) for ρ = ρ max and the remaining parameters are chosen based on safety conditions such as maximum vehicle positioning on the road.
Minimising the ellipsoid that contains the polytope (15) at the same time as satisfying the conditionsV < 0, V (x) ≥ 1, w T w ≤ 1 can be expressed in terms of a bilinear matrix inequality optimisation problem, by using the S-procedure (Boyd et al., 1994) as follows:
Subjected to:
where η is a real constant, Q = P −1 , Y = KP −1 , and q i represents each of the g = 64 vertices of the polytope (15).
The ellipsoidal invariant set obtained form (17), delimits the bounds of the state trajectories despite the disturbance satisfying the control strategy.
Another control objective requires bounds on the control input, which can be achieved by adding a constraint to the optimisation problem. This constraint is important not only to limit the control input with respect to the actuator physical limitations but also to keep the vehicle dynamics within the linear behaviour, avoiding excessive lateral accelerations and saturation of the lateral tire forces. The constraint can be expressed as:
where δ max f is the maximum steering input used in the control design phase. Whereas the contribution of the additional dynamics from the internal model improve the steady state performance of the lane keeping system, as shown in section 3.2, the transient performance can also be enhanced by including a constraint for pole clustering, as an extension of the control synthesis proposed by Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009a) .
Linear matrix inequality constraint for pole clustering
In order to enhance the damping characteristic of the closed loop response, constraints can be included to specify regions where the poles can be located. A constraint for pole clustering defining a conic sector of angle θ centred at the origin Chiali and Gahinet (1996) , as shown in Figure 2 , can be described as:
If the optimisation problem composed of (17), (18) and (19) is feasible, the resulting controller is able to reject the disturbances of road curvature and it ensures that all the state trajectories are contained in the invariant set ε(P ). Moreover, the pole clustering condition (19) ensures that all eigenvalues have negative real parts, therefore the linear system (11) is asymptotically stable even in the presence of disturbances. Thus, by taking this constraint into account, all requirements of the the controller, as listed in 3.1, are met.
Steering Assistance Activation Law
The human interactions play an important role in the driving assistance systems, therefore an adequate activation strategy is required. In order to avoid an intrusive assistance that may not be well accepted by drivers, it is important to consider the driver awareness, as well as the risk of lane departure or collision accidents.
The assessments of driver's awareness can be found for instance in the works of Tran and Trivedi (2010) and Trivedi and Cheng (2007) , while McCall and Trivedi (2006) present a survey of methods to estimate the risk of lane departure. Other sophisticated strategies can be used in the design of the driver assistance, but they are beyond the scope of this work, since it focuses the control synthesis and its performance.
Due to the simplicity of implementation, the strategy chosen for this work is similar to the one used in Minoiu-Enache et al. (2009b) , which takes into account the driver's attentiveness as well as the risk of either lane departure during lane keeping manoeuvre.
The driver's attentiveness is estimated by measuring the driver's input torque on the steering wheel, denominated τ . If τ < 5N m the driver is considered inattentive. The driver has priority and control of the vehicle whenever his awareness is recovered, which is corresponds to τ > 2N m.
The risk of lane departure is estimated by the position of the front wheels with respect to a fixed strip of width 2d in the centre of the lane.
The positions of the left (right) front wheels, y l,(r) , can be described by the following:
where a represents the vehicle width. Enforcing that the front wheels must remain inside the centred lane strip ±d, yields:
This set, corresponding to the region between two parallel hyperplanes, can be written with respect to the state vector as:
where F = (0, 0,
2d−a , 0, 0). In order to ensure the invariant set property, the activation must take place inside the ellipsoid (13), therefore the risk of lane departure is considered when the vehicle leaves the set:
The activation and deactivation of the assistance system follows:
where & is the Boolean operation AND.
Control Law Computation
The software PENBMI was used to solve the BMI problem (17), (18) 
The bound for control input was defined as |δ max f | = 5°and the angle for pole clustering was chosen θ = 30°. The computed gain from the optimisation problem (17) is ensured to stabilise asymptotically the system for bounded disturbances |ρ| ≤ ρ max , since constraint (19) is satisfied and consequently all real parts of the eigenvalues of (11) 
and the corresponding gain is given by: 
The implementation and performance analyses of the obtained control law in Carsim environment and in a prototype vehicle are discussed in the sequel.
Results
In order to verify the performance of the obtained state feedback gain (26), simulations have been carried out in CarSim environment taking into account a disturbance rejection situation. The implementation on a prototype vehicle and results obtained on the test track are discussed in section 4.2. The controller is also tested in an obstacle avoidance situation as shown in section 4.3.
Simulation Results on a CarSim Vehicle
CarSim vehicle model MacAdam (1981) uses detailed nonlinear tire models according to combined slip theory and takes into account the major kinematics and compliance effects of the suspensions (nonlinear spring models) and steering systems which were neglected at the control design stage. The standard CarSim F-Class vehicle has a nonlinear second order speed depending rack and pinion ratio steering system; a realistic actuator with a bandwidth of 10Hz is considered for the active steering.
In order to verify the control objective of zero steady state error while negotiating curves, the first simulation consists of a vehicle driving at 22m/s on a road with the geometrical trajectory as show in the first plot of Figure 3 . The driver is considered to be inattentive throughout the simulation.
The other two plots of Figure 3 depict respectively the vehicle sideslip angle and yaw rate during the lane keeping manoeuvre.
The top plot of Figure 4 shows the lateral offset which clearly converges to zero despite of the increasingly road curvature, whereas the limited control input can be seen in the bottom plot.
Since the simulations results satisfactorily confirm the achievement of the control objectives, the same controller has been implemented in a prototype vehicle and the performance of the lane departure avoidance system has been evaluated in a test track as shown in the sequel.
Practical Implementation
The experimental vehicle used in the practical implementation ( Figure 5 ) is equipped with a CORREVIT sensor to measure the vehicle sideslip angle β; an Inertial Navigation System to measure the vehicle yaw rate r and an odometer used to compute the vehicle longitudinal speed. A DC-motor mounted on the steering column provides the assistance torque through a PID controller which is used to track the control input in terms of steering angle δ f . An optical encoder is used to measure the steering angle, and load cell sensors integrated on the steering wheel are used to measure the driver torque.
A video camera is used to detect the lane markers by the vision algorithms of Labayrade et al. (2006) permitting the measurements of lateral offset at look-ahead distance y L and relative yaw angle ψ L . The whole control algorithm, including the image capturing and processing, runs with a period of 0.04s.
The tests took place on a test track located in Satory-Versailles, 20km west of Paris, France. The track is 3.5km long consisting of typical road profiles as straight lines and bends of various radii. Figure 5 depicts an aerial view of the test track.
Two manoeuvres are presented, in both of them the vehicle longitudinal speed is 15 ± 2m/s and the driver is considered inattentive in the beginning of the manoeuvre, but retakes control in the end.
The first manoeuvre consists of on an S-shaped turn, with first turn to the left, as it can be noticed with the bottom subplot of Figure 8 . The positioning of the vehicle on the lane is shown on Figure 6 . The first subplot shows the relative yaw angle while in the second it is shown the position of the front wheels with respect to the lane, which is shown by the dashed-dot line. The activation occurs at 51s approximately when the right wheel crosses the fixed centred strip of ±d, depicted by the dashed line. The front wheels remain in the lane during the whole control action. The driver recovers attention at 63s, and the controller is deactivated, since he/she apply a steering torque greater then 2N m.
The dynamics of vehicle during the intervention of the lane keeping system can be seen in Figure 7 . The vehicle sideslip angle, yaw rate and longitudinal speed are depicted. The required control input is shown in the top subplot of Figure 8 . In the bottom subplot it can be seen the road curvature for the corresponding part of the track. Even though the values of the road curvature are larger than the bound chosen in the design phase (ρ max = 0.005 m −1 ), the controller performs satisfactory keeping the vehicle within the lane limits.
Another manoeuvre is carried out in order to show the lane keeping controller performance. As it can be seen by the road curvature of the test track depicted in Figure 11 , this scenario corresponds to an inattentive driver on a curve to the right side, which is also sharper than the considered bound ρ max in the design stage.
The activation, shown in the bottom subplot of Figure 9 , takes place due to the positioning of the right front wheel, which reaches the centred strip on the interior side of the curve. Even though the correction induces a longer excursion of the vehicle near the exterior side of the lane, the performance is satisfactory, as the front wheels do not exit the lane. The relative yaw angle is plotted on the top subplot of Figure 9 .
The dynamics of vehicle during the control action are illustrated on Figure 10 . The subplot shows the vehicle sideslip angle, yaw rate and longitudinal speed respectively. Finally the required control input is shown in the top subplot of Figure 11 .
Due to the satisfactory performance of the lane keeping system, obstacle avoidance manoeuvres with the same controller are performed in the CarSim simulation environment on a vehicle model similar to the experimental vehicle. The results are shown in the next section.
Obstacle avoidance manoeuvre
As an attempt to test the controller in different emergency situations, simulations on Carsim environment are carried out considering a double lane change manoeuvre from ISO/DIS3888 standard. This test is well known for being severe, as the vehicle is submitted to lateral tyre forces which enter the non-linear behaviour (which has been neglected in the design phase). It is usually applied for the validation of advanced driver assistance systems, commercially known as ESC (electronic stability control), which may include active steering, independently wheel braking and active suspension.
The path considered in the test is shown in Figure 12 . The test is defined by a predetermined placement of cones on the road and the manoeuvre is carried out on a dry surface. The vehicle longitudinal speed is 25m/s.
The resulting vehicle sideslip angle and the yaw rate are depicted in Figure 12 . The lateral offset y l and the corresponding control action are shown in Figure 13 . The controller achieves the path following with a reduced path following error in the lateral direction (0.4m as can be observed in the first subplot of Figure 13 .
Conclusions
This work has proposed a lane keeping assistance system which takes into account simultaneously the attentiveness of the driver and the risk either of unintended lane departure. Moreover, it was shown that it is possible to reject the disturbances, steering the vehicle to zero lateral offset, by modelling the exogenous input (road curvature) into an internal model with two integration of the lateral offset signal. The compensation of the disturbances is guaranteed by the dynamic state feedback controller. The design of the controller also takes into account limitation in the control input.
The problem of finding a feedback gain that stabilises the system with bounded control input, can be casted as an BMI optimisation problem. It has been shown that pole-clustering constraint can been added to the BMI optimisation problem in order to improve the damping characteristic of the closed-loop response.
Simulations on CarSim environment showed that the proposed controller is able to ensure zero lateral offset in steady-state and satisfactorily transient response while rejecting a ramp disturbance corresponding to an increasingly road curvature.
The proposed control law has been implemented in a Peugeot 307 prototype vehicle and tested on the 3.5Km long test track located in Satory, 20Km west of Paris. The satisfactory performance of the practical tests confirm the use of the assistance as a lane departure avoidance system.
Moreover, simulations of a double lane-change manoeuvre have been performed with the CARSIM environment, showing satisfactorily performance of the controller when lateral tyre forces are beyond the linear behaviour in addition to its potential as a controller for obstacle avoidance. Such use is still to be evaluated on the test track, as well as testing the lane departure avoidance system on degraded road adherence.
Also as a perspective from this work, efforts should be concentrated in designing an output feedback controller in order to use only on-board vehicle sensors rendering the controller financially accessible for car manufactures. 
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